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U.S. Treasury Options are listed with and subject to the rules and regulations of CBOT.
Eurodollar Options are listed with and subject to the rules and regulations of CME.

CME Group is a trademark of CME Group, Inc. The Globe Logo, CME, Chicago Mercantile Exchange, and Globex are trademarks of Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc. CBOT and the Chicago Board of Trade are trademarks of the Board of Trade of the City of Chicago. New York Mercantile Exchange and NYMEX are registered trademarks of the New York Mercantile Exchange, Inc. The information within this brochure has been compiled by CME Group for general purposes only. CME Group assumes no responsibility for any errors or omissions. Additionally, all examples in this brochure are hypothetical situations, used for explanation purposes only, and should not be considered investment advice or the results of actual market experience. All matters pertaining to rules and specifications herein are made subject to and are superseded by official CME, CBOT, and NYMEX rules. Current rules should be consulted in all cases concerning contract specifications.
Key to Trading Hours

ETH: Extended Trading Hours

RTH: Regular Trading Hours

ETH-Asia (Globex Only)  5:00 p.m.  – 12:00 a.m. CT
ETH-Europe (Globex Only)  12:00 a.m.  – 7:00 a.m. CT
RTH-Pit  7:20 a.m.  – 2:00 p.m. CT
RTH-Globex  7:00 a.m.  – 4:00 p.m. CT
Eurodollar Options Pit and Globex ADV

Pit ADV
Electronic ADV
Percent Electronic

ADV and percent of average daily volume executed electronically on Globex.
Treasury Options Pit and Globex ADV

ADV and percent of average daily volume executed electronically on Globex.
T-Bond Options Pit and Globex ADV

ADV and percent of average daily volume executed electronically on Globex.
percent of average daily volume executed electronically on Globex.

10-Year Note Options Pit and Globex ADV

Pit ADV  Electronic ADV  Percent Electronic

percent of average daily volume executed electronically on Globex.
ADV and Percent of average daily volume executed electronically on Globex.
2-Year Note Options Pit and Globex ADV

ADV and percent of average daily volume executed electronically on Globex.
Percent of total average daily volume (ADV) executed in extended trading hours (Globex). ADV includes open outcry.
Percent of total Globex average daily volume (ADV) executed in extended trading hours.

Eurodollar Options Globex ADV by Time Zone

- RTH-Globex
- ETH-Europe
- ETH-Asia
- % ETH

Percent of total Globex average daily volume (ADV) executed in extended trading hours.
Treasury Options Globex and Pit ADV by Time Zone

Percent of total average daily volume (ADV) executed in extended trading hours (Globex). ADV includes open outcry.
Treasury Options Globex ADV by Time Zone

Percent of total Globex average daily volume (ADV) executed in extended trading hours.
Percent of total average daily volume (ADV) executed in extended trading hours (Globex). ADV includes open outcry.
Percent of total average daily volume (ADV) executed in extended trading hours (Globex). ADV includes open outcry.
Percent of total Globex average daily volume (ADV) executed in extended trading hours.

5-Year Note Options Globex ADV by Time Zone

- RTH-Globex
- ETH-Europe
- ETH-Asia

Percent of total Globex average daily volume (ADV) executed in extended trading hours.
Percent of total average daily volume (ADV) executed in extended trading hours (Globex). ADV includes open outcry.

10-Year Note Options Globex and Pit ADV by Time Zone

- RTH-Pit
- RTH-Globex
- ETH-Europe
- ETH-Asia
- % ETH
10-Year Note Options Globex ADV by Time Zone

Percent of total Globex average daily volume (ADV) executed in extended trading hours.

- RTH-Globex
- ETH-Europe
- ETH-Asia
- % ETH
Percent of total average daily volume (ADV) executed in extended trading hours (Globex). ADV includes open outcry.

T-Bond Options Globex and Pit ADV by Time Zone

- RTH-Pit
- RTH-Globex
- ETH-Europe
- ETH-Asia
- % ETH

- Percent of total average daily volume (ADV) executed in extended trading hours (Globex). ADV includes open outcry.
T-Bond Options Globex ADV by Time Zone

Percent of total Globex average daily volume (ADV) executed in extended trading hours.